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Details of Visit:

Author: one eyed panda
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 21 Apr 2010 11.00
Duration of Visit: 2h
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Exotic Mixed Race MILF On The Prowl London
Website: http://www.sandyleroux.co.uk
Phone: 07492902483

The Premises:

New build flat on the south central side of town, with semi-private parking and buzzer access. Very
discreet in a way as these new build palces often are. Drive 200M and you are in the hurly burly.
Quite plain inside but spacious and with a nice comfy bed, all too rare everywhere in this business.  

The Lady:

Tall slim lady of mixed race origin, only betrayed by her facial features. Really nice body, as
remarked upon by others, especially nice legs and bum. Wearing nice red heels high enough to
level us up and a red basque and stockings. Very chatty and friendly.

The Story:

I was offered a drink when I arrived and we chatted briefly while Sandy tidied the room and
generally got it ready. i removed my shoes and sandy progressively removed the rest during a
prolonged and very friendly kissing and feeling session. I got full marks for speedy removal of a
basque.... this led us to the bed and a very nice two hours.

My nuts were somewhat full when I arrived and I spent most of the first round trying to stop myself
coming while prolonging the pleasure for both of us, and i was reasonably successful. When I could
take no more Sandy finished me by hand and mouth (she does not offer a cim finish) extracting a
quite large load. We then chatted for a while until we were ready to resume the action, which went
on in variety of positions, again quite prolonged, to a mish finish. At the end I wondered where all
the time had gone, it seems to speed up somehow during intercourse. And intercourse with Sandy
is quite special as she is very responsive, clearly enjoys herself, and her clenching pussy almost
has a life of its own, holding me back from cummng more than once. And as for the deep throat and
ball sucking, well I just loved it but couldn't take too much.

People often talk about this girlfriend experience. Well whatever it is Sandy certainly delivered it. I
have had plenty of very nice experiences over the years and this one matched them. Sandy fitted
me in at short notice, and I am very glad she did. I will be back!
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